COLLABORATIVE AND COOPERATIVE LEARNING

“Group and Collaborative Learning” from the Center for Teaching Excellence, University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey. This meta-site provides links to resources on group and collaborative learning. Audience: Faculty in all disciplines

“Cooperative Learning in Higher Education” by Susan Ledlow of the Center for Teaching and Learning Excellence. A scholarly article on the basics of cooperative learning from one of the leading experts on the subject. Audience: Faculty in all disciplines

Effective Strategies for Cooperative Learning by Richard M. Felder and Rebecca Brent. This article provides tips on forming teams, dealing with dysfunctional teams, grading team assignments, and using cooperative learning in a distance learning environment. Audience: Faculty in all disciplines

REACT Strategy from Texas Collaborative for Teaching Excellence. Explains how the acronym REACT (Relating, Experiencing, Applying, Cooperating, and Transferring) helps structure contextual learning. Audience: Faculty in all disciplines